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With the growth of social media and the Internet, many people are writing more today for different media than ever before. We'll introduce materials that include grammatical principles, word usage, writing style, sentence and paragraph structure, and punctuation. We'll show you some great
resources that you'll get with annotations for your tips. We will show you video clips of interviews conducted with prominent grammarians, a challenge with quizzes and writing activities that will give you strategies to help you build skills that will improve the quality of writing, and invite you to
participate in discussions and evaluations of the work of your peers. How to reliably identify roles and word relationships in Mastering Grammatical Terms and Syntactic Strategies How to apply this knowledge to produce consistent, economical, and convincing writing Skills in criticizing and
editing one's own and others' writing in Week 1, we'll introduce you to a course and discuss what grammar is and why it matters; writing standard English; and how words work. In Week 2 , Introduction to sentences, we will learn about parts of speech and classes of words; structure and
patterns of sentences, phrases and clauses; and common problems at the sentence level. In week 3 , Introduction to verbs, we will consider finite and unended verbs: verbs connecting verbs, auxiliary verbs, transitive and nontransitive verbs, verb phrases, phrasal verbs, word phrases,
inconsistency, parti names, and gerundyes. We will also look at the tense, moody and voice of verbs. In Week 4 , Introduction to nouns and pronouns, we will examine the form and function of nouns: noun strings and nominalization; forms and functions of pronouns and problems with
pronouns. In Week 5, Introduction to Adjectives and Determinants, we will discuss the form, function, and use of adjectives, including the Royal Order of Adjectives and degrees of comparison. Sequencing adjectives, punctuation, and determiners will also be discussed. In Week 6 ,
Introduction to adhesories and conjunctions, we will learn about the form, function, degrees of comparison and placement of adhesories; amplifiers; and weaps. In Week 7, Introduction to prepositions and paragraphs, we will identify how prepositions and preposition problems work. We will
also look at paragraph development and consistent constraints. In Week 8, Introduction to Punctuation, we'll explore major punctuation, punctuation, and other punctuation. Approach: Video interviews, mini-lectures, readings, quizzes, writing classes and writing tasks. Receive a certificate
signed by an instructor with the organization logo to verify your achievements and increase your chances of workingDadd certificate to CV or CV, or send it directly to LinkedInGive to get an additional incentive to complete the EdX course, a nonprofit based on verified to help fund free
education for all global'Who would have guessed that I would learn more in those eight weeks about the intricacies of writing words than I would like in two years to hail English schools (with an emphasis on writing). - Previous student What a wonderful grammar course! Beautiful videos,
helpful peers and nice staff made a big impression on me! I used to be afraid of learning grammar because it's always considered the boriest part. I love grammar. The course taught me to enjoy the splendor of grammar.' - Previous student You can recall the good days of elementary school
when you learned about adjectives and adjectives. If you had realized that you need to know about these parts of the speech for the ACT, you might need to pay more attention instead of dreaming of Nickelodeon and the Disney Channel. Do not worry. If you have forgotten or never learned
about these parts of the speech, I will teach you everything you need to know about them in the English section of the ACT. In this post, I'll do the following: Define an adjective. Define an example. Review comparative and superlative adjective forms. Explain how adjectives and adjectives
are tested in ACT English. Ask practical questions to see what you've learned. What is an adjective? Adjectives modify nouns or pronouns. Here's an example: The video was boring. The word boring is an adjective because it modifies the noun movie. Check out another example adjective:
A conscientious student has been accepted into the college of his dreams. The word conscientious modifies the student noun. Adjectives describe or provide more information about the noun. Now let's define an example. What is an example? In elementary school, you may have learned
that ewords modify verbs, but that's not all. Adjectives modify verbs, adjectives, or other adjectives. This is an example of a verb-modifying eroute: The dancer moved gracefully. A word gracefully modifies the verb moved. Check out this sentence with an adjective modifying the adjective:
The reading passage comprehension was incredibly boring. The word incredibly modifies the boring adjective, which modifies the noun passage. And finally, it's a phrase with an aperiler modifying another saying: When I'm not in a hurry, I walk very slowly. The word very much modifies the
e-word slowly. The word slowly modifies the verb of struggle. You may have noticed that the e-echea form is usually created in the same way. Adjectives building adjectives are usually created by adding ly to the adjective. For errs that end in y, the example is created by adding ily. Here are
some examples: fast becomes fast, soft becomes quiet, close becomes tight, and hasty becomes hasty. So if you say, someone speaks slowly or drives carefully, you make a grammatical mistake. It should be said: conversation conversations or drives carefully. How are adjectives and



adjectives tested in the ACT? Adjectives vs. adjectives in act ACT, adjectives and adjectives will be switched with each other. Often you will get a few underlined words, and the first should be an adjective (modifying the adjective), and the second should be an adjective. Here's an example:
Unfortunately, the main performer in the musical is an incredibly poorly singer. In a sentence, it surprisingly modifies poorly. The word poorly modifies the singer. Since the singer is a noun, it should be poorly in the form of an adjective. Only adjectives can modify nouns. Because it
surprisingly modifies the adjective, it should remain in the verb adjective. The answer is C. Some sentences will use the adjective at the adjective or vice versa: The mighty summer sun beats on them. It was the sun, which was powerful, not summer. Since only the adjective can modify the
noun, it should strongly be in the form of an adjective. This is the correct version of the sentence: Powerful summer sun beats on them. How should it be about to learn adjective vs adjective questions on the ACT? Strategy Specify what word modifies an adjective or adjective. Next, specify
the part of the word speech that is modified to verify that the adjective or adjective is used correctly. Adjectives can only modify nouns, and adjectives can only modify verbs, adjectives, or other adjectives. Make sure that the adjectives are adjective and adjective are adjectives. Apply these
hints to the adjective vs adjective question from the actual ACT. Actual ACT examples try to correctly answer this adjective vs adjective question. On each wing, all volatile birds have ten basic flight feathers, each of which has a small shape. J. a slightly more different explanation: First, we
see that both underlined words are in the form of an adjective. Next, we need to specify the function of each word in the sentence. Is each word properly used as an adjective? Let's start with another one. What is different modification? How feathers shaped. Shaped is a verb. Therefore,
another should be in the form of an e-question, otherwise. What is a minor modification? The e-nod is different. Therefore, small should also be in the form of an e-question. The answer is H, slightly different. Now let's look at another issue being tested in the ACT, which includes adjectives
and adjectives. Comparatives Vs. Superlatives Comparatives The comparative form of the adjective is created by adding an er to a word or more + adjective. Comparative examples are stronger, lighter and more interesting. Never use again in the er form. You can not write stronger or
lighter. The comparative form is used only when you compare two things. You usually use the er form for one syllable and more + adjective for words with two or more syllables. The exception is that two syllable words that end in y tend to use the er form. Examples: funny becomes funnier
and busy becomes busier. Here's an example of a comparison used correctly: Macs are easier to use than PCs. Comparative is easier to use to compare two things: Mac and PC. So what form do you use to compare three or more things? The superlative Superlative adjective form is
created by adding an est to a word or a MOST + adjective. Examples of superlatives are the strongest, lightest and most fascinating. You can never use the most of the est form. It is a mistake to write the funniest or strongest. The form of superlatives is used only when comparing three or
more things. Typically, words with one syllable use the est form, and words with two or more syllables use the adjective bridge +. This is an example of a properly used superlative: Of all computer brands, Macs are the easiest to use. When using all and not specifying a number, it means
that you are talking about more than two, so you should use a superlative form. Check out this example of a superlative used incorrectly: Between John and Suzy, Suzy is the silencer. Remember that a superlative can only be used when comparing three or more things. There are only two
in this sentence: John and Suzy. To fix the error, the quietest need to be changed to a comparison form, quieter. How does ACT test your knowledge of comparability and superlatives? Comparatives and Superlatives at ACT tests proper comparative construction and superlatives. You need
to know that comparisons are only used to compare two things and superlatives are used to compare three or more. Here are some tips to help you solve comparative and superlative questions in the ACT. Comparative strategies and superlative rules are relatively basic. Keep this
information in mind and you should be able to correctly answer any ACT English question about them. If the comparison is underlined, make sure that only two things are compared. Never use again in the er form. Use the er form for one syllable word. If the superlative is underlined, make
sure that three or more things are compared. Never use the most with the est form. Use the est form for one syllable word. Use your comparative knowledge and superlatives to answer this real ENGLISH ACT question. The actual ACT Example Here's a comparative/superlative question
taken from the real ACT. The two main types of kayaks are the easy-to-maneuver white water kayak and the largest sea kayak. Explanation: Since the underlined word is in the form of superlatives, we need to check that form of superlative is used correctly. What is compared in a
sentence? Kayak with white water and sea sea Only two things are compared, so you need to use a comparative form. The sentence even says: Two main types of kayaks. In addition, large is one word syllable, so use an er form instead of a more large one. The answer is: J. Here are
some tips to help you answer all your questions about adjectives and adjectives in the ACT. General adjective and adjective strategies on ACT English #1: If an adjective or adjective is underlined, make sure the word is used correctly on ACT, adjectives and adjectives will often be placed
side by side and both words will be underlined. Make sure that the adjectives are in the form of an adjective and that the adjectives are in the form of an adjective. #2: Specify the part of the word speech that the adjective or adjective modifies Determines whether the word is an adjective or
adjective, identifying the part of the word speech that it modifies. Adjectives modify nouns and adjectives to modify verbs, adjectives, and other adjectives. #3: If a comparative or superlative is underlined, make sure that the word is used correctly comparative comparatives only compare two
things. The correct comparative structure is the form er or MORE + adjective. Never use MORE in the er form. Use the er form for one syllable word. Superlative Superlatives compare three or more things. Proper design of superlatives is est form or BRIDGE + adjective. Never use most
with est form. Use est for one word syllable. Additional Practices I created these realistic practice problems to test your adjective knowledge and adjectives on the ACT. Enjoy! 1. The young student was disappointed with the school; he thinks his classes are boring and thought economics
was his most boring class. Since my friend is better at mathematics than I am, it may be easier to solve complex trigonometry questions. 3. Chris Farley was a very talented artist who left a very profound impact on Saturday Night Live. 4. Joe decided to attend Stanford because it was a
more prestigious school that accepted him. Answers: 1.B, 2. A, 3. A, 4.C What's next? Continue to improve your skills to help you master the ACT English section. Read this article about the best way to approach ACT English. For those of you focusing on learning ACT grammar, I highly
recommend you check out these posts for faulty modifiers and punctuation. Want to improve your ACT score by 4 points? Check out our best-in-class ACT online preparation program. We guarantee a refund if you do not improve your ACT score by 4 points or more. Our program is
completely online, and adapts what you study to your strengths and weaknesses. If you like this English lesson, you will love our program. Along with more detailed lessons, you will receive thousands of problems with the practice organised by skills so you can learn the most efficiently. We
will also give you a step-by-step program to so you will never be confused about what to study next. Check out our 5-day free trial: Trial:
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